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We consider the nearest neighbor asymmetric exclusion process on Z, in which particles
jump with probability pð1Þ to the right and pð1Þ to the left. Let q ¼ pð1Þ=pð1Þ and denote by
nq an ergodic component of the reversible Bernoulli product measure which places a particle at
x with probability qx=ð1þ qxÞ. It is well known that under some hypotheses on a local
function V, ð1= ﬃﬃtp Þ R t
0
V ðZsÞds converges to a normal distribution with variance s2 ¼ s2ðqÞ,
which depends on q. We prove in this article that s2ðqÞ is a C1 function of q on ð0; 1Þ.
r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Among the simplest and most widely studied interacting particle systems is the
exclusion process. This process, in the simplest case, can be informally described as
follows: inﬁnitely many particles move on Zd according to a simple random walk
with exponential (mean one) holding time at each site and jump law pðxÞ. However, if
a particle attempts to jump to a site already occupied the jump is suppressed
(exclusion rule). We say that the simple exclusion process is symmetric if pðxÞ ¼
pðxÞ for all x and asymmetric otherwise.see front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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J. Beltra´n / Stochastic Processes and their Applications 115 (2005) 1451–14741452In the early 1980s, Kipnis and Varadhan proved a central limit theorem for
additive functionals of Markov processes under conditions of ergodicity and
reversibility (cf. [5]). As an application of this general result, it was also proved in [5]
an invariance principle for the position of a tagged particle in a symmetric simple
exclusion process: due to the invariance of the mechanics under translations, the
evolution of the rest of the medium seen from an observer sitting on a tagged particle
follows a Markovian evolution, say xðtÞ. For each density a 2 ½0; 1
, the Bernoulli
product measure with parameter a, denoted by ma, is ergodic and reversible for the
Markov process xðtÞ. Let X ðtÞ denote the position of the tagged particle. If xðtÞ is in
equilibrium under ma then X ðt2Þ converges to a Brownian motion with ﬁnite
diffusion coefﬁcient D1ðaÞ as  # 0.
In [7] Landim et al. developed the so-called extended duality method to prove that
the self-diffusion coefﬁcient D1ðaÞ depends smoothly on the density a. The extended
duality method was successfully applied in several different contexts to prove
regularity of diffusion coefﬁcients. In [2] Bernardin proved the smoothness of the
diffusion coefﬁcient for a reversible lattice gas. The regularity of the diffusion
coefﬁcient for the asymmetric mean zero exclusion process is proved by Sued [12]. In
[8] Landim et al. proved the regularity of viscosity coefﬁcients for asymmetric
exclusion process in dimension dX3. And Nagahata proved the regularity of the
diffusion coefﬁcient for a lattice gas with energy in [10,11].
The extended duality method can be summarized as follows. The Green–Kubo
formula permits to express the self-diffusion coefﬁcient or the bulk diffusion
coefﬁcient, denoted indistinctly by DðÞ, through a variational formula of type
DðaÞ ¼ sup
f
2hV ; f ia  hf ; ðLÞf ia
 
, (1.1)
where L stands for a generator, V for a local function, h; ia for the scalar product in
L2ðnaÞ and na for the stationary state with density a. Here the supremum is carried
over all local functions.
Introducing an orthonormal basis fCaðAÞ; A  Zdg of L2ðnaÞ, all local functions f
can be written in terms of their Fourier coefﬁcients Tf :E! R:
f ¼PA2E ðTf Þða; AÞCaðAÞ, where E stands for the ﬁnite subsets of Zd . With these
Fourier coefﬁcients, the inner product of two local functions f, g can be written as
hg; f ia ¼
X
A2E
ðTgÞða; AÞðTf Þða; AÞ.
Notice that both the basis and the Fourier coefﬁcients depend on the parameter a.
Analyzing the action of the generator L on the basis fCaðAÞg, one obtains an
operator La such that TðLf Þ ¼ LaTf for all local functions f. Usually La is not a
generator and depends on the parameter a. With the notation just introduced, the
variational formula for the diffusion coefﬁcient becomes
DðaÞ ¼ sup
F
2
X
A2E
ðTV Þða; AÞF ða; AÞ 
X
A2E
F ða; AÞðLF Þða; AÞ
( )
, (1.2)
where the supremum is now carried over all ﬁnitely supported functions F.
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jAjXn0. If the operator La preserves the degree of a function, in the sense that for all
nX1, ðLaF ÞðAÞ ¼ 0 for any A such that jAjan, whenever this properties holds for F,
the extended duality formalism transformed the inﬁnite-dimensional problem (1.1) in
the ﬁnite-dimensional one (1.2). Usually the operator La does not preserve the degree
of a function, but one can show, and this is one of the main problems to be solved in
order to apply the method, that the piece of the operator L which changes the
degree is small with respect to the symmetric part which keeps degrees constant.
Small enough to justify a cut-off of the large degrees of a function.
Therefore, one of the main ingredients of this approach is a sharp bound on the
pieces of the operator La which change the degree, which itself relies on an explicit
expression for La. When the stationary measure is not space homogeneous, which is
the case in several important contexts, as interacting particles systems in random
environment [1] or the so-called boundary-driven processes [4], which are systems in
contact with reservoirs at the boundary, the invariant states are not space
homogeneous and the extended duality method faces serious technical problems.
Not only the dependence of the Fourier coefﬁcients on the parameter a becomes
intricate, but the operator La may widely mix the degrees.
The purpose of this article is to prove smoothness of the bulk diffusion coefﬁcient
through the extended duality method in a case in which not only the invariant states
are not homogeneous but are not of a product form and in which the generator of
the process depends on the parameter.
More precisely, we consider the nearest neighbor one-dimensional asymmetric
simple exclusion process with pð1Þ þ pð1Þ ¼ 1 and pðxÞ ¼ 0 for all jxj41. We
restrict our attention to the case 0opð1Þo1=2. As pð1Þapð1Þ, the process is
reversible under a Bernoulli product measure with parameter varying on each site.
All ergodic components of this equilibrium state are translation of an ergodic
reversible measure nq, which depends only on q ¼ pð1Þ=pð1Þ. By the underlying
result in [5], we have a central limit theorem (under nq) for the ﬁxed additive
functional t1=2
R t
0 V ðZsÞds, where V is a zero-mean local function. Let s2ðqÞ denote
the variance of the Gaussian distribution limit. We prove that s2ðqÞ is C1 on ð0; 1Þ.
In contrast with the past literature on the extended duality method, our Markov
generator is now depending on the parameter. So its domains are different for each q
and we cannot compare directly two different resolvent equations. Further, nq is no
longer a product measure and thus, the duality used in [7,2] cannot be used here.
The strategy of the proof is the following. To overcome the dependence on q of
L2ðnqÞ we consider the Hilbert space ‘2 of coordinates with respect to suitable
orthonormal basis. It replaces the duality in [7]. The regularity of s2ðqÞ will
follow from the corresponding regularity result in the ‘2 setting. For the latter,
we obtain from Theorem 4.3 in [3] a positive spectral gap gðqÞ for each nq. The
key point in order to prove regularity is that gðqÞ is uniformly bounded away
from 0 when q is restricted to any compact ½d; 1 d
  ð0; 1Þ. In this way, we
obtain a Poincare´ inequality, uniform in q 2 ½d; 1 d
, which allows us to get
estimates analogous to the ones in [7]. This estimate is translated into a Poincare´
inequality in ‘2.
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theorem. In Section 3 we introduce the ‘2 setting and prove a crucial estimate
(Proposition 3.3) by using the Poincare´ inequality. Finally, in Sections 4 and 5 we
state and prove the continuity and differentiability results that imply the smoothness
of s2ðqÞ.2. Notation and results
The one-dimensional simple exclusion process associated to the jump law
p:Z! Rþ is a Markov process on f0; 1gZ whose generator L acts on cylinder
functions f as
ðLf ÞðZÞ ¼
X
x;y2Z
pðy  xÞZðxÞ½1 ZðyÞ
½f ðsx;yZÞ  f ðZÞ
.
Here, we denote by Z ¼ fZðxÞgx2Z the particle conﬁguration on Z where ZðxÞ is equal
to 1 if site x is occupied and is equal to 0 otherwise, and by sx;yZ we denote the
conﬁguration obtained from Z by exchanging the occupation variables at x and y:
ðsx;yZÞðzÞ ¼
ZðzÞ if zax; y;
ZðxÞ if z ¼ y;
ZðyÞ if z ¼ x:
8><>:
Throughout this article it will be considered the nearest neighbor asymmetric case.
More precisely, we consider a simple exclusion process whose jump law has the form
pðzÞ ¼
p if z ¼ 1;
1 p if z ¼ 1;
0 otherwise;
8><>:
where p 2 ð0; 1Þ and pa1=2. In the following, L stands for the generator of this
particular exclusion process. Because of the left–right symmetry, we shall assume
p 2 ð0; 1=2Þ, in such a way that the ratio
q ¼ pðþ1Þ
pð1Þ
takes values in ð0; 1Þ. It is important to remark that L is well determined if the value
of q is ﬁxed.
We are now interested in a probability measure on f0; 1gZ with respect to which
this Markov process is not only stationary but also reversible and ergodic. It is well
known (see e.g. [9, Chapter VIII, Section 2]) that for all y 2 R, this process is
reversible with respect to the Bernoulli product measure my with marginals given by
myfZ; ZðxÞ ¼ 1g ¼ aðxÞ where
aðxÞ ¼ q
xy
1þ qxy .
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translations.
However, the process with my as invariant measure is not ergodic: Deﬁne
TþðZÞ ¼
X
xX1
ZðxÞ and TðZÞ ¼
X
xp0
ð1 ZðxÞÞ.
If we denote by O the set
fZ 2 f0; 1gZ; TþðZÞo1; TðZÞo1g,
Borel Cantelli Lemma provides myðOÞ ¼ 1. Now, consider the random variable
TðZÞ ¼ T
þðZÞ  TðZÞ if Z 2 O;
1 otherwise:
(
(2.1)
It is not difﬁcult to verify that T is invariant for L and that for every integer n the
invariant set ½T ¼ n
 ¼ fZ 2 f0; 1gZ; TðZÞ ¼ ng has positive measure.
We have thus obtained a countable decomposition of O in non-trivial invariant
sets: O ¼ Sn2Z ½T ¼ n
. Then, we regard the corresponding conditional probabilities
nnðÞ :¼ myð jT ¼ nÞ,
where the index y is suppressed because, as we shall see later, nn does not depend
on it.
We claim that each probability measure nn is ergodic. Actually, as a consequence
of Theorem 4.3 in [3], nn has a positive spectral gap. Moreover, if q is restricted to a
compact subset of ð0; 1Þ, the spectral gap is uniformly bounded away from 0 with
respect to q. More precisely, ﬁx an arbitrary integer n. Consider the space L2ðnnÞ with
inner product h ; inn and denote by Varnn ðf Þ the variance of a function with respect
to nn. If L is regarded as a generator on L2ðnnÞ and we denote by DðLÞ its domain, we
have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For a fixed q in ð0; 1Þ, there exists a constant CðqÞ such that
Varnn ðf ÞpCðqÞhLf ; f inn
for all f in DðLÞ. Moreover,
sup
q2½d;1d

CðqÞo1 (2.2)
for any d40. In particular, ðL; nnÞ is ergodic.
Proof. Since the generator L is a closed operator in L2ðnnÞ, and the space of cylinder
functions is a core, it is enough to regard only cylinder functions. Hence, let f be a
cylinder function which only depends on sites in L0 ¼ ½h0; h0
 \ Z, i.e. f ðZÞ ¼ f ðxÞ if
ZðxÞ ¼ xðxÞ for every x 2 L0. For all h 2 N, let myh stand for the Bernoulli product
measure on Lh ¼ ½h; h
 \ Z induced from my by the natural projection
pLh : f0; 1gZ ! f0; 1gLh . Deﬁne Th :¼Tþh  Th where Tþh and Th are, respectively,
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Tþh ðZÞ ¼
X
xX1
x2Lh
ZðxÞ and Th ðZÞ ¼
X
xp1
x2Lh
ð1 ZðxÞÞ.
Obviously, Th converges pointwise to T and moreover, for any Z in O there exists a
hðZÞ such that ThðZÞ ¼ TðZÞ for all hXhðZÞ. From this, it is not difﬁcult to prove that
Varnn ðf Þ ¼ Varmyðf jT ¼ nÞ
¼ lim
h"1
Varmyðf jTh ¼ nÞ.
If h is large enough so that L0  Lh we may regard f as a function on f0; 1gLh and
write myh instead of m
y in the last conditional variance. Further, notice that the
number of particles in Lh can be expressed as Tþh  Th þ h þ 1. Therefore, we have
Varnn ðf Þ ¼ lim
h"1
Varmy
h
ðf jKh ¼ n þ h þ 1Þ,
where KhðZÞ ¼
P
x2Lh ZðxÞ. At this point we may use Theorem 4.3 of [3] to assure the
existence of a constant CðqÞ, depending only on q, such that
Varmy
h
ðf jKh ¼ n þ h þ 1ÞpCðqÞmyhððLhf Þf jKh ¼ n þ h þ 1Þ.
Above Lh stands for the generator of the corresponding process on Lh and by mðÞ we
denote expectation with respect to m. Thus
Varnn ðf Þ ¼ lim
h"1
Varmyðf jTh ¼ nÞ
pCðqÞ lim
h"1
myððLhf Þf jTh ¼ nÞ
¼ CðqÞhLf ; f inn .
Finally, (2.2) follows from observing that all estimates in the proof of Theorem 4.3
in [3] can be taken uniformly on q if we ﬁx a compact ½d; 1 d
  ð0; 1Þ. &
Let us denote by M0 the subspace of L
2ðnnÞ of zero mean functions, i.e.
M0 ¼ ff 2 L2ðnnÞ; nnðfÞ ¼ 0g.
An immediate consequence of the previous lemma is that for any f 2M0 there exists
a unique function g in DðLÞ \M0 such that Lg ¼ f. It is proved in the following.
Let us ﬁrst recall deﬁnitions given in [6]. For all f 2 DðLÞ, consider the semi-norm
kf k21 :¼hf ;Lf inn .
By Lemma 2.1, kf  gk1 ¼ 0 if and only if f  g is constant. Therefore, ðM0 \
DðLÞ; k:k1Þ is a normed space, and we denote by H1 its completion. It is easy to see
that H1 is in fact a Hilbert space.
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jfðf Þj :¼ jhf; f inn j
phf;fi1=2nn hf ; f i1=2nn
phf;fi1=2nn CðqÞ1=2kf k1 ð2:3Þ
for any f 2 DðLÞ \M0. We have used Lemma 2.1 in the last inequality.
Then, let gl be the solution of the resolvent equation lgl  Lgl ¼ f for l40. By
Lemma 2.8 in [6], for any sequence ln # 0, fglngn is a Cauchy sequence in H1.
Therefore, fglngn is also a Cauchy sequence in L2ðnnÞ by Lemma 2.1. Let us denote by
g 2 L2ðnnÞ its limit. Since hgln ; glninn is bounded, by letting ln # 0 in the resolvent
equation we obtain that Lgln converges to f in L2ðnnÞ. In consequence g 2 DðLÞ
and Lg ¼ f. Further, if g0 is another function in DðLÞ such that Lg0 ¼ f then
Lðg  g0Þ ¼ 0, and g  g0 must be constant by ergodicity.
In (2.3) we have shown that, by virtue of the positive spectral gap, any f 2M0
deﬁnes a bounded linear operator on H1. This is condition (1.14) in [5]. Hence, we
have a central limit theorem for the additive functional 1=
ﬃﬃ
t
p R t
0
fðZsÞds under nn (see
[5,6]). Namely,
1ﬃﬃ
t
p
Z t
0
fðZsÞds ! Nð0;s2ðfÞÞ
in law as t " 1, and the variance of the normal distribution limit is equal to
s2ðfÞ ¼ 2hf; ginn ,
where g is any solution of Lg ¼ f.
On the other hand, recall that the generator L and the invariant measure nn depend
on the parameter q, and moreover they are well determined whenever q is given. In
consequence, the spacesM0, H1 and L
2ðnnÞ are also depending on q. Thus, from now
on, by Lq, nqn, L
2ðqÞ andM0ðqÞ we shall denote L, nn, L2ðnnÞ andM0 as functions of q,
respectively. In addition, we deﬁne the orthogonal projection ½
q: L2ðqÞ !M0ðqÞ as
½f
q ¼ f nqnðfÞ for every f 2 L2ðqÞ.
Fix now a bounded measurable function v: f0; 1gZ 7!R. The function v is imposed
to be bounded to assure v 2 L2ðqÞ for any q 2 ð0; 1Þ. For each q in ð0; 1Þ, consider
½v
q 2M0ðqÞ. We have a central limit theorem for the corresponding additive
functional 1ﬃ
t
p
R t
0 ½v
qðZsÞds. So we get the variance s2ðqÞ :¼s2ð½v
qÞ as a function of q.
The following theorem is the principal result of this article and it will be proved in
the last section.
Theorem 2.2. For any bounded measurable function v: f0; 1gZ 7!R, s2ðqÞ :¼s2ð½v
qÞ is of
class C1 on ð0; 1Þ.
Recall that the probability measure nqn is deﬁned as the conditional probability
myð jT ¼ nÞ, where T is the invariant random variable deﬁned in (2.1). As ½T ¼ n
 is
a countable set of conﬁgurations, we can get a description of nqn in a simple way. For,
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ZnðxÞ ¼
1 if xpn;
0 if x4n;
(
in such a way that Zn belongs to ½T ¼ n
. Let Z be an arbitrary conﬁguration in
½T ¼ n
. It is easy to see that we may obtain Zn from Z after a ﬁnite many particle
jumps to the left. Namely, associated to Z and Zn, there exists a ﬁnite sequence of
integers ðx1; . . . ; xkÞ such that, if we deﬁne inductively
Zj :¼sxj ;xj1    sx2;x21sx1;x11Z
and Z0 ¼ Z, we have Zk ¼ Zn and Zjðxjþ1Þð1 Zjðxjþ1  1ÞÞ ¼ 1 for all 0pjpk  1.
Say that ðx1; . . . ; xkÞ connects Z to Zn. It is easy to see that another sequence
ðy1; . . . ; yk0 Þ connecting Z to Zn must be a permutation of ðx1; . . . ; xkÞ. We can thus
deﬁne Z Zn as the cardinality of any sequence connecting Z to Zn. By using this
notation, nqn has the expression
nqnðZÞ ¼
nqnðZnÞqZZn if Z 2 ½T ¼ n
;
0 otherwise:

(2.4)
Above we have used the explicit product structure of the measure my. Further, to
keep notation simple, let us deﬁne Zn  x ¼ ðx ZnÞ and Z x ¼ ðZ ZnÞ þ ðZn 
xÞ for all x; Z 2 ½T ¼ n
. Thus, by (2.4),
nqnðZÞ
nqnðxÞ ¼ q
Zx
for any x; Z conﬁgurations in ½T ¼ n
.
It is now clear that nqn does not depend on y, and moreover every n
q
n is nothing
other than a translation of nq0. For this reason, the integer n is not essential and we ﬁx
n ¼ 0. From now on, we denote by nq the corresponding measure nq0 and all related
space will be with respect to nq.
Set C0 :¼ ½T ¼ 0
. Since nqð1Þ ¼ 1,
1 ¼ nqðZ0Þ
X
Z2C0
qZZ0
¼ nqðZ0Þ
X
iX0
sðiÞqi,
where sð0Þ ¼ 1 and, for iX1, sðiÞ stands for the cardinality of
fZ 2 C0; Z Z0 ¼ ig (2.5)
or, equivalently, the total number of different forms of writing i as a sum of positive
integers. As a consequence, the power seriesX
iX0
sðiÞqio1 (2.6)
and deﬁne an analytic function. It follows immediately that nqðZ0Þ is an analytic
function of q on ð0; 1Þ.
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now be thought of as a generator of a Markov process on this countable state space.
Hence, Lq is rewritten as
Lqf ðZÞ ¼
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½f ðxÞ  f ðZÞ
 (2.7)
for any cylinder function f restricted to C0. Here and below, by xZ we mean that x
may be obtained from Z by exactly one particle jump, i.e. there exists a x 2 Z such
that x ¼ sx;xþ1Z, and ZðxÞ þ Zðx þ 1Þ ¼ 1. Notice that if xZ then jZ xj is equal to
1, but the converse is false. As we shall see later, it will be very useful to deﬁne for
every Z 2 C0
NðZÞ :¼ cardinality offx 2 C0; xZg.
Observe that if xZ then jNðxÞ  NðZÞj is either 0 or 2, in such a way that NðZÞ is
always odd for all Z in C0 since NðZ0Þ ¼ 1.
It is important to remark that the expression in (2.7) makes sense for any function
f :C0 ! R since NðZÞ is ﬁnite for all Z 2 C0. It is not difﬁcult to prove (see e.g.
[9, Chapter IV, Section 4]) that for any f 2 DðLqÞ, Lqðf Þ is in fact equal to (2.7) and
the Dirichlet form is equal to
hLqf ; f inq ¼
X
Z2C0
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½f ðxÞ  f ðZÞ
2nqðZÞ. (2.8)
Conversely, if a function f 2 L2ðqÞ is such that (2.7) is in L2ðqÞ, then f 2 DðLqÞ.
We conclude this section with a useful proposition about the just introduced
random variable N.
Proposition 2.3. For any q 2 ð0; 1Þ, and any k 2 N, we have
nqðNkÞo1.
Furthermore, nqðNkÞ is an analytic function of q on ð0; 1Þ.
Proof. By using the inequality NðZÞp2ðZ Z0Þ, we obtain the bound
nqðNkÞ ¼
X
Z2C0
NðZÞknqðZ0ÞqZZ0
p2knqðZ0Þ
X
Z2C0
ðZ Z0ÞkqZZ0
¼ 2knqðZ0Þ
X
iX0
sðiÞikqi,
where sðiÞ is deﬁned in (2.5). Finally, by (2.6), the last power series is ﬁnite and then
nqðNkÞ is analytic. &
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The principal difﬁculty in order to prove regularity of the variance s2ðqÞ is
the dependence on q of the Hilbert space L2ðqÞ and the generator Lq. The
domains DðLqÞ are different for each q and so, we cannot compare directly elements
of them. In order to avoid this problem, in this section we deﬁne a Hilbert space ‘2,
and we translate our setting for this ﬁxed space through a family of isometries
Tq: L
2ðqÞ ! ‘2.
So, let us deﬁne
‘2 :¼ ‘2ðC0Þ ¼ x:C0 7!R;
X
Z2C0
x2ðZÞo1
( )
,
endowed with the inner product
hx; yi‘2 :¼
X
Z2C0
xðZÞyðZÞ 8x; y 2 ‘2.
In addition set kxk2 :¼hx; xi‘2 .
Further, for each q 2 ð0; 1Þ we deﬁne the isometry Tq: LðqÞ7!‘2 as
Tqf ðZÞ ¼ f ðZÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nqðZÞ
p
for any f 2 L2ðqÞ. Since nqðZÞ never vanishes, Tq is in fact an isomorphism between
L2ðqÞ and ‘2.
We now wish to express the generator Lq in the space ‘
2 through the isomorphism
Tq. For this, let us deﬁne
LqxðZÞ ¼
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½qðZxÞ=2xðxÞ  xðZÞ
 (3.1)
for all x:C0 ! R. We shall say that x belongs to DðLqÞ if Lqx 2 ‘2. It is easy to check
that TqLqf ¼ LqTqf so that f 2 DðLqÞ if, and only if, Tqf 2 DðLqÞ.
The operator Lq is by no means a generator, but it inherits from Lq an important
property. If b 2 ‘2 is such that T1q b 2M0ðqÞ for a q 2 ð0; 1Þ then there exists a
aq 2 ‘2 such that Lqaq ¼ b. Indeed, as we have seen in the previous section, there
exists a unique solution f q 2M0ðqÞ such that
Lqf q ¼ T1q ðbÞ.
Set aq ¼ Tqf q. Applying Tq in both sides of previous equation, we obtain
Lqaq ¼ b. (3.2)
Furthermore, by uniqueness of f q, aq is the unique solution of (3.2) such that T
1
q aq
is in M0ðqÞ.
To keep notation simple, we denote by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp the element of ‘2 deﬁned asﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ðZÞ :¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnqðZÞp . Actually,ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ¼ Tq1.
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and the variance of T1q x. In the ‘
2 setting, hxiq has the nice form
hxiq ¼ hx;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p i‘2 .
Recall that ½
q is the orthogonal projection which takes functions on L2ðqÞ onto
M0ðqÞ. By abuse in notation, we shall denote ½x
q :¼T ½T1x
q for any x 2 ‘2. Thus,
we have
½x
q ¼ x  hxiq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p
.
It is convenient to keep in mind the following expressions for the variance
VarqðxÞ ¼ h½x
q; ½x
qi‘2 ¼ kxk2  hxi2q.
We may now restate the above property of Lq in the ‘
2 setting: Let b 2 ‘2, if
hbiq ¼ 0 then there exists a unique aq 2 ‘2 such that Lqaq ¼ b and haqiq ¼ 0.
With the notation just introduced, Lemma 2.1 has now an immediate translation
onto ‘2 space. This is the key result in order to prove Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a real-valued function C: ð0; 1Þ ! Rþ, bounded on compact
subsets, such that
k½x
qk2pCðqÞhLqx; xi‘2
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ and x 2 DðLqÞ.
If aq is that of (3.2), we know that aq 2 DðLqÞ. However, we cannot know whether
Lraq is in ‘
2 or not if raq. In this aim, we deﬁne for all x:C0 ! R and kX1 the norm
kxk2
Nk
:¼
X
Z2C0
NðZÞ2kxðZÞ2.
To keep notation simple, k  kN0 will stand for the norm k  k. By using Schwarz
inequality, we have the estimate
kLqxk2Nk ¼
X
Z2C0
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½qðZxÞ=2xðxÞ  xðZÞ

0BB@
1CCA
2
NðZÞ2k
p
X
Z2C0
2
ð1þ qÞ2 NðZÞ
2kþ1 X
x2C0
xZ
ðx2ðxÞ þ x2ðZÞÞ
¼ M0;kðqÞ2kxk2Nkþ1
for kX0, where M0;kðqÞ is a bounded function of q in ð0; 1Þ. We conclude the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. For each kX0, there exists a bounded function M0;k: ð0; 1Þ ! R such that
kLqxkNkpM0;kðqÞkxkNkþ1 , for every q 2 ð0; 1Þ and x 2 ‘2. In particular, if a function
x:C0 ! R is such that kxkN1 is finite then x 2 DðLqÞ for all q in ð0; 1Þ.
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C2;k: ð0; 1Þ ! Rþ, bounded on compact subsets of ð0; 1Þ, such that
kaqk2NkpC1;kðqÞkbk2Nk þ C2;kðqÞkaqk2
for all q in ð0; 1Þ, b 2 ‘2 with hbiq ¼ 0, and aq 2 ‘2 the unique solution of Eq. (3.2) such
that haqiq ¼ 0. In particular, if kbkNk is finite then kaqkNk is finite.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the proposition for k ¼ 1. Let
bNðZÞ ¼ k1 if NðZÞpk1;NðZÞ if k1pNðZÞpk2;
k2 if NðZÞXk2;
8><>:
where k1 will be ﬁxed later and k2 will go to inﬁnity. From Eq. (3.2) we can obtain
the pointwise equality
Lqð bNaqÞ ¼ bNb þ bNLqaq  Lqð bNaqÞ. (3.3)
Clearly bNb, bNaq and bNLqaq are in ‘2 since bN is bounded. Further, we claim that
Lqð bNaqÞ is also in ‘2. Setting f q ¼ T1q aq, we have f q and Lqf q in L2ðqÞ. By using the
isometry Tq, the claim will follow provided we show that Lqð bNf qÞ is in L2ðqÞ. For
this, we write Lqð bNf qÞðZÞ asX
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½ bNðxÞ  bNðZÞ
f qðZÞ þX
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½f qðxÞ  f qðZÞ
 bNðZÞ
þ
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½f qðxÞ  f qðZÞ
½ bNðxÞ  bNðZÞ
.
The ﬁrst and second term are, respectively, the value of ðLq bNÞf q and ðLqf qÞ bN in Z.
Since bN is bounded, ðLqf qÞ bN is in ‘2. Moreover, we claim that Lq bN is bounded and
so ðLq bNÞf q is also in ‘2. Indeed, since j bNðxÞ  bNðZÞj1xZ vanishes if NðZÞ4k2 and is
always less than or equal to 2, we can obtain the upper bound jLq bNðZÞj2p4k22ð1þ
qÞ2 for any Z 2 C0. On the other hand, by Schwarz inequality, the square of the
third term is bounded above by
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½f qðxÞ  f qðZÞ
2½ bNðxÞ  bNðZÞ
2
0BB@
1CCA X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ
0BB@
1CCA.
By the observations just given about bN, the above expression is less than
4k2
1þ q
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½f qðxÞ  f qðZÞ
2.
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1
3
X
Z2C0
Lqð bNf qÞðZÞ2nqðZÞp 4k22ð1þ qÞ2 hf q; f qinq þ k22hLqf q; Lqf qinq
þ 4k2
1þ q hLqf q; f qinq .
Above we used the explicit expression for the Dirichlet form given in (2.8). Now
Lqð bNf qÞ is clearly in L2ðqÞ.
Eq. (3.3) can now be thought of as an equation in ‘2. In this way, after applying
h ; bNaqi‘2 in both sides of this equality, we may use Lemma 3.1 to obtain
1
CðqÞ k½ð
bNaqÞ
qk2p h bNb; bNaqi‘2 þ h bNLqaq  Lqð bNaqÞ; bNaqi‘2 . (3.4)
We must now estimate
h bNLqaq  Lqð bNaqÞ; bNaqi‘2
¼
X
Z2C0
bNðZÞaqðZÞX
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞqðZxÞ=2aqðxÞð bNðZÞ  bNðxÞÞ
¼ 1
2
X
Z;x2C0
1xZ aqðZÞaqðxÞpðx ZÞqðZxÞ=2ð bNðZÞ  bNðxÞÞ2, ð3:5Þ
where we have used the reversibility (i.e. pðx ZÞnqðZÞ ¼ pðZ xÞnqðxÞ) in the second
equality. By Schwarz inequality and the observation given about bN, (3.5) is bounded
above by
1
ð1þ qÞ2
X
Z;x2C0
1maxfNðZÞ;NðxÞgpk2 1xZ a
2
qðZÞ
bNðZÞ
k1
þ a2qðxÞ
bNðxÞ
k1
 !
,
because bNðZÞXk1. Since NðZÞp bNðZÞ for all Z 2 C0 such that NðZÞpk2, the last
formula is bounded above by
1
ð1þ qÞ2k1
X
Z2C0
a2qðZÞ bNðZÞ2 þX
x2C0
a2qðxÞ bNðxÞ2
 !
¼ 2ð1þ qÞ2k1
k bNaqk2.
Replace this estimate in inequality (3.4). We have by Schwarz inequality
1
CðqÞ ðk
bNaqk2  h bNaqi2qÞpk bNbkk bNaqk þ 2ð1þ qÞ2k1 k bNaqk2.
By using k bNbkk bNaqkp A2 k bNbk2 þ 12A k bNaqk2 with A ¼ 12 ð1þ qÞ2k1 we obtain
1
CðqÞ 
3
ð1þ qÞ2k1
 
k bNaqk2p ð1þ qÞ2k1
4
k bNbk2 þ 1
CðqÞ h
bNaqi2q.
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1
2CðqÞ k
bNaqk2p ð1þ qÞ2k1
4
k bNbk2 þ 1
CðqÞ h
bN2iqkaqk2
and so
k bNaqk2pC01ðqÞk bNbk2 þ 2h bN2iqkaqk2
with C01ðqÞ bounded on compact subsets of ð0; 1Þ. Letting k2 go to inﬁnity, we obtain
by monotone convergence
kN¯aqk2pC01ðqÞkN¯bk2 þ 2hN¯
2iqkaqk2,
where N¯ ¼ k1:1fNok1g þ N:1fNXk1g. Finally we have
kaqk2N1pkN¯aqk2
pC01ðqÞkN¯bk2 þ 2hN¯
2iqkaqk2
pC01ðqÞk21kbk2N1 þ 2k21hN2iqkaqk2.
Since k1 is a ﬁxed number and hN2iq is an analytic function, we have proved the
assertion with C1ðqÞ ¼ C01ðqÞk21 and C2ðqÞ ¼ 2k21hN2iq.
The same argument proves the general case provided we use
jNðZÞk  NðxÞkjp2k maxfNðZÞ; NðxÞgðk1Þ
instead of jNðZÞ  NðxÞjp2, for all xZ. &4. Continuity
In this section we state sufﬁcient conditions that assure the continuity of the
solution of Eq. (3.2).
Recall that s2ðqÞ is equal to 2h½v
q; f qinq where f q is the solution of the resolvent
equation Lqf q ¼ ½v
q. By using the isometry Tq, we have s2ðqÞ ¼ 2hbðqÞ; aðqÞi‘2 with
bðqÞ :¼Tq½v
q and aðqÞ :¼Tqf q related by equation LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ. For this reason,
we are interested in studying the regularity of the solution of Eq. (3.2). In this
direction, we consider paths taking values in ð0; 1Þ into the Hilbert Space ‘2, i.e.
functions of the form x: ð0; 1Þ ! ‘2. We refer to these functions as ‘2-paths. By M0
we shall denote the set
fx: ð0; 1Þ7!‘2; hxðqÞiq ¼ 0; 8q 2 ð0; 1Þg.
The following remark follows immediately from the property of Lq discussed in the
previous section.
Remark 4.1. Let b be a ‘2-path in M0. Then, there exists a unique a 2 M0 such that
LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ.
We are now in position to state the ﬁrst regularity result.
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LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ. (4.1)
Suppose that kbðq0ÞkN1 is finite for some q0 2 ð0; 1Þ. If
lim
q!q0
k½bðqÞ  bðq0Þ
qk ¼ 0,
then
lim
q!q0
k½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qk ¼ 0.
Proof. Consider equations
LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ, (4.2)
and
Lq0aðq0Þ ¼ bðq0Þ. (4.3)
Since kbðq0ÞkN1 is ﬁnite then kaðq0ÞkN1 is ﬁnite by Proposition 3.3. So, by Lemma 3.2,
we have Lqaðq0Þ 2 ‘2 for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. Therefore, after subtracting (4.3) from (4.2),
we obtain the equation in ‘2
LqðaðqÞ  aðq0ÞÞ ¼ ðbðqÞ  bðq0ÞÞ þ ðLq  Lq0Þaðq0Þ.
We can thus take ½
q in both sides of the above equation to obtain
Lq½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
q ¼ ½bðqÞ  bðq0Þ
q þ ½ðLq  Lq0 Þaðq0Þ
q, (4.4)
because LqðxÞ ¼ Lqð½x
qÞ and hLqðxÞiq ¼ 0. Apply h ; ½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qi in both sides of
Eq. (4.4). By Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1, we have
k½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qkpCðqÞk½bðqÞ  bðq0Þ
qk þ CðqÞk½ðLq  Lq0 Þaðq0Þ
qk. (4.5)
By Schwarz inequality, it is easy to prove that
kðLq  Lq0 Þaðq0ÞkpCðq; q0Þkaðq0ÞkN1 , (4.6)
where Cðq; q0Þ ! 0 as q ! q0. Thus, by observing that k½x
qkpkxk, the proposition
follows from (4.6) and (4.5). &
For kX1, we shall say that a ‘2-path x has ﬁnite norm k  kNk whenever kxðqÞkNk is
ﬁnite for every q 2 ð0; 1Þ. Recall the deﬁnition of ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp . Observe that it deﬁnes a ‘2-
path: ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
: ð0; 1Þ ! ‘2.
Remark 4.3. By using (2.6), it is easy to prove that for all kX1,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp has ﬁnite norm
k  kNk . Moreover, for all kX0, q 7!k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp kNk is bounded on compact subsets of ð0; 1Þ.
Now we extend Proposition 4.2 by using the estimate of Proposition 3.3.
Theorem 4.4. Let b be a ‘2-path in M0 with finite norm k  kNk for a kX0 and let a be
the solution in M0 of
LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ. (4.7)
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lim
q!q0
k½bðqÞ  bðq0Þ
qkNk ¼ 0,
then
lim
q!q0
k½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qkNk ¼ 0.
Proof. The case k ¼ 0 is the statement of Proposition 4.2. Therefore, we suppose
kX1. By Proposition 3.3, kaðq0ÞkNkþ1 is ﬁnite. Applying Proposition 3.3 for Eq. (4.4),
we have k½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qk2Nk bounded above by
C1;kðqÞk½bðqÞ  bðq0Þ
qk2Nk þ C1;kðqÞk½ðLq  Lq0Þaðq0Þ
qk2Nk
þ C2;kðqÞk½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qk2. ð4:8Þ
From Proposition 4.2 we know
lim
q!q0
k½aðqÞ  aðq0Þ
qk ¼ 0. (4.9)
On the other hand, by Schwarz inequality, it is easy to prove that
kðLq  Lq0 Þaðq0ÞkNkpCkðq; q0Þkaðq0ÞkNkþ1 , (4.10)
where Ckðq; q0Þ ! 0 as q ! q0. It is now needed the following inequality: For any
q 2 ð0; 1Þ and x 2 ‘2 with ﬁnite norm k  kNk
k½x
qkNkpkxkNk þ hxiqk
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p kNk
pkxkNk ð1þ k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p kNk Þ. ð4:11Þ
By using this inequality and Remark 4.3, we obtain from (4.10)
lim
q!q0
k½ðLq  Lq0Þaðq0Þ
qkNk ¼ 0. (4.12)
Finally, the claim follows from the upper bound (4.8) and the limits (4.9) and
(4.12). &5. Differentiability
The statement of Proposition 4.2 is presented with a certain version of continuity.
Similarly, in this section we introduce a suitable notion of derivative. With respect to
it we state sufﬁcient conditions that ensure the existence of derivatives for the
solution of Eq. (4.7). Then, we show the relation between the existence of this
derivative and differentiability of a path in the Hilbert space ‘2. Theorem 2.2 will be
ﬁnally obtained as an immediate consequence of a differentiability result in the ‘2
setting.
Recall that x is a ‘2-path if x is a function taking values in ð0; 1Þ into ‘2, i.e.
x: ð0; 1Þ ! ‘2. A ‘2-path x is said differentiable if there exists a further ‘2-path xð1Þ
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lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q  x
ð1ÞðqÞ
  ¼ 0
for every q 2 ð0; 1Þ. The ‘2-path xð1Þ is called the k k-derivative of x. A ‘2-path is said
of class C1 if it is inﬁnitely often differentiable.
By using (2.6), it is not difﬁcult to prove that the ‘2-path
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp is of class C1.
Namely,
lim
r!q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nr
p ðjÞ  ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ðjÞ
r  q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ðjþ1Þ

 ¼ 0
for all jX0, where
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ðjÞ is the jth pointwise derivative of ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp , that isﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ðjÞðZÞ ¼ d
j
dqj
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nqðZÞ
p
and
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ð0Þ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp . In consequence, if x is a differentiable ‘2-path with k k-derivative
denoted by xð1Þ then, the R-valued function of q, hxðqÞiq, is differentiable on ð0; 1Þ and
its derivative is
hxð1ÞðqÞ; ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp i‘2 þ hxðqÞ; ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ð1Þi‘2 .
In particular, for any x 2 ‘2, q 7!hxiq is C1 on ð0; 1Þ. It is convenient to ﬁx the
notation
hxiðmÞq :¼hx;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ðmÞi‘2
for all x 2 ‘2. The following lemma is easily obtained from these observations:
Lemma 5.1. Let x be a ‘2-path. Suppose that x is differentiable and denote by xð1Þ its
k k-derivative. Then, for any n; mX0, q 7!hxðqÞiðmÞq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ðnÞ is a differentiable ‘2-path and
its k k-derivative is
hxð1ÞðqÞiðmÞq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ðnÞ þ hxðqÞiðmþ1Þq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ðnÞ þ hxðqÞiðmÞq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ðnþ1Þ.
Recall deﬁnition of the space M0 in the previous section. We introduce now a
notion of derivative on this space.
Deﬁnition 5.2. For x 2 M0, we deﬁne ½D
ðxÞ 2 M0 as
½D
ðxÞðqÞ ¼ lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q
 
r
,
whenever this limit exists for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. This limit with respect to the norm k  k. In
this case, we shall say that ½D
ðxÞ is the ½D
-derivative of x. Further, set
½D
ðjÞðxÞ ¼ ½D
 . . . ½D
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
j times
ðxÞ
for jX1, and let ½D
ð0ÞðxÞ stand for x.
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-derivative ½D
ðxÞ. By Lemma 5.1 we have that
lim
r!q
k½½D
ðxÞðqÞ
r  ½D
ðxÞðqÞk ¼ 0
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. Thus, ½D
ðxÞ satisﬁes
lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q  ½D
ðxÞðqÞ
 
r
  ¼ 0 (5.1)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. Moreover, if y is a ‘2-path satisfying the above limit then,
k½D
ðxÞðqÞ  ½yðqÞ
qk ¼ lim
r!q
k½½D
ðxÞðqÞ
r  ½yðqÞ
rk ¼ 0.
It is not difﬁcult to prove the converse so that we have the following remark.
Remark 5.3. Let x be an element of M0. The ½D
-derivative of x is the unique element
of M0 such that (5.1) holds.
Observe that from any ‘2-path x, we may obtain a new ‘2-path ½ x 
, deﬁned as
½ x 
ðqÞ :¼ ½xðqÞ
q, which is in M0. Deﬁnition 5.2 and differentiability of a ‘2-path are
connected by the following two lemmas:
Lemma 5.4. Let x be a ‘2-path. If x is n times differentiable then ½D
ðnÞð½x
Þ exists.
Moreover, there holds
½D
ð½x
ÞðqÞ ¼ ½xð1ÞðqÞ  hxðqÞiq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ð1Þ
q. (5.2)
where xð1Þ stands for the k k-derivative of x.
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.1, if we set
zðqÞ :¼hxð1ÞðqÞiq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p þ hxðqÞið1Þq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p þ hxðqÞiq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ð1Þ
we have,
lim
r!q
hxðrÞir
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nr
p  hxðqÞiq ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp
r  q  zðqÞ
  ¼ 0 (5.3)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. On the other hand, since x is differentiable we have
lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q  x
ð1ÞðqÞ
  ¼ 0 (5.4)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. It follows from these two limits that
lim
r!q
½x
ðrÞ  ½x
ðqÞ
r  q  x
ð1ÞðqÞ þ zðqÞ
  ¼ 0 (5.5)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. By using that k½x
rkpkxk for all x 2 ‘2 and r 2 ð0; 1Þ, and then
Lemma 5.1, we obtain from the last limit
lim
r!q
½x
ðrÞ  ½x
ðqÞ
r  q  ½x
ð1ÞðqÞ  zðqÞ
q
 
r
  ¼ 0. (5.6)
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q is the ½D
-derivative of ½x
. Since ½zðqÞ
q ¼
½hxðqÞiq ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ð1Þ
q, the ½D
-derivative of ½x
 is therefore equal to
½xð1ÞðqÞ  hxðqÞiq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p ð1Þ
q.
Next, by Lemma 5.1, q 7!hxðqÞiq ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ð1Þ is differentiable since xðqÞ is. Hence, the
same argument proves that ½D
ð½x
Þ has ½D
-derivative if xð1Þ is differentiable. It is
now clear that the claim follows by using repeatedly this argument, formula (5.2) and
Lemma 5.1. &
Lemma 5.5. Let x be a ‘2-path in M0. If ½D
ðnÞðxÞ exists for some n 2 N then x is n times
differentiable. Moreover, there holds
xð1ÞðqÞ ¼ ½D
ðxÞðqÞ  hxðqÞið1Þq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p
, (5.7)
where xð1Þ stands for the k k-derivative of x.
Proof. The existence of ½D
ðxÞ implies that for any q 2 ð0; 1Þ
lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ þ hxðqÞir
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nr
p
r  q  ½D
ðxÞðqÞ
  ¼ 0,
because hxðrÞir ¼ 0. Now observe that
hxðqÞir ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp
r  q ¼
hxðqÞir  hxðqÞiq
r  q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nq
p
converges to hxðqÞið1Þq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp in norm k  k as r ! q. Therefore, x is differentiable and its
derivative satisﬁes (5.7). We have thus proved the lemma for n ¼ 1. Notice now that
by Lemma 5.1, the term hxðqÞið1Þq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp in Eq. (5.7) is differentiable since xðqÞ is. It
implies that ½hxðqÞið1Þq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp 
q has ½D
-derivative, by the previous lemma. Therefore, if
½D
ð2ÞðxÞ exists, we can use the case n ¼ 1 to assert that ½xð1Þ
 is differentiable. In
consequence, by Lemma 5.1, xð1Þ is differentiable and the case n ¼ 2 is done. It is now
clear that the lemma follows by using repeatedly the above argument, formula (5.7)
and Lemma 5.1. &
Deﬁnition 5.6. For all x:C0 ! R, we shall denote by LðjÞq x the jth pointwise
derivative of q 7!Lqx:
LðjÞq xðZÞ ¼
dj
dqj
X
x2C0
xZ
pðx ZÞ½qðZxÞ=2xðxÞ  xðZÞ
.
In addition set Lð0Þq x ¼ Lqx.
In this way, LðjÞq x is a R-valued function not necessarily in ‘
2. Nevertheless, by
using Schwarz inequality it is easy to prove an analogous to Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 5.7. For each k; jX0, there exists a function Mj;k: ð0; 1Þ ! Rþ, bounded on
compact subsets, such that
kLðjÞq xkNkpMj;kðqÞkxkNkþ1
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is finite then LðjÞq x is in ‘
2 for all q in ð0; 1Þ and jX0.
On the other hand, in the proof of Proposition 4.2 we have seen that
kðLq  Lq0 ÞxkpCðq; q0ÞkxkN1 ,
with Cðq; q0Þ ! 0 as q ! q0. Analogously, by Schwarz inequality, we have that
Lðj1Þq  Lðj1Þq0
q  q0
 !
x  LðjÞq0 x


Nk
pCj;kðq; q0ÞkxkNkþ1 (5.8)
for all jX1 and kX0, with Cj;kðq; q0Þ ! 0 as q ! q0. In particular, we obtain the
following lemma:
Lemma 5.8. If a function x:C0 ! R is such that kxkN1 is finite then q 7!Lqx is a ‘2-
path of class C1 and its nth derivative is q 7!LðnÞq x.
We return now to study the regularity of the ‘2-path solution of Eq. (4.7).
Proposition 5.9. Let b be a ‘2-path in M0 with finite norm k  kN2 and let a be the
solution in M0 of
LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ.
If b has ½D
-derivative and ½D
ðbÞ has finite norm k  kN1 , then a has ½D
-derivative which
is the ‘2-path solution of
Lq½D
ðaÞðqÞ ¼ ½D
ðbÞðqÞ þ ½Lð1Þq aðqÞ
q. (5.9)
Proof. Since kbðqÞkN2 is ﬁnite then kaðqÞkN2 is ﬁnite for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ by Proposition
3.3. Therefore, Lð1Þq aðqÞ and LraðqÞ for all r 2 ð0; 1Þ have ﬁnite norm k  kN1 by Lemma
5.7. In particular, the ‘2-path q 7!½D
ðbÞðqÞ þ ½Lð1Þq aðqÞ
q is in M0 and we may consider
x 2 M0 the solution of
LqxðqÞ ¼ ½D
ðbÞðqÞ þ ½Lð1Þq aðqÞ
q. (5.10)
Also consider
Lr
aðrÞ  aðqÞ
r  q
 
r
¼ bðrÞ  bðqÞ
r  q
 
r
þ Lr  Lq
r  q aðqÞ
 
r
(5.11)
obtained from (4.4). By the previous lemma, r 7!LraðqÞ is a ‘2-path of class C1. So,
by Lemma 5.4 and formula (5.2), r 7!½LraðqÞ
r ¼ LraðqÞ has ½D
-derivative
r 7!½Lð1Þr aðqÞ
r. Then, by Remark 5.3, we have
lim
r!q
Lr  Lq
r  q aðqÞ  ½L
ð1Þ
q aðqÞ
q
 
r
  ¼ 0.
Also, by Remark 5.3, we have the limit
lim
r!q
bðrÞ  bðqÞ
r  q  ½D
ðbÞðqÞ
 
r
  ¼ 0
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q has ﬁnite norm k  kN1 . So,
we may now use Proposition 4.2 for Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) to conclude that
lim
r!q
aðrÞ  aðqÞ
r  q  xðqÞ
 
r
  ¼ 0.
Whence, by Remark 5.3, ½D
ðaÞ exists and is equal to x. &
We now obtain an improvement of the above proposition by means of the norm
k  kNk . It is needed to extend the notion of differentiability and Deﬁnition 5.2.
Deﬁnition 5.10. For kX0, let x be a ‘2-path with ﬁnite norm k  kNk . We shall say
that x is differentiable in norm k  kNk if there exists a ‘2-path xð1Þ with ﬁnite norm
k  kNk such that
lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q  x
ð1ÞðqÞ
 
Nk
¼ 0
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ.
Deﬁnition 5.11. For kX0, let x be a ‘2-path in M0 with ﬁnite norm k  kNk . We shall
say that x has ½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk if there exists a ‘2-path ½D
ðxÞ in M0 with
ﬁnite norm k  kNk such that
lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q
 
r
 ½D
ðxÞðqÞ
 
Nk
¼ 0 (5.12)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ.
Remark 5.12. As we have seen for Deﬁnition 5.2, the ½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk
can also be deﬁned by asking
lim
r!q
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q  ½D
ðxÞðqÞ
 
r
 
Nk
¼ 0,
instead of (5.12) in the above deﬁnition.
Remark 5.13. By using (2.6), it is easy to prove that for all j; kX0,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ðjÞ has ﬁnite
norm k  kNk and is differentiable in this norm.
Lemma 5.14. Let x be a ‘2-path with finite norm k  kNk , for a kX0. If x is n times
differentiable in norm k  kNk then ½x
 has ½D
ðnÞ-derivative in norm k  kNk , that is, for all
1pjpn, ½D
ðjÞð½x
Þ has finite norm k  kNk and ½D
ðj1Þð½x
Þ has ½D
-derivative in norm
k  kNk .
Proof. The case k ¼ 0 is the statement of Lemma 5.4. Therefore, suppose kX1.
Recall the proof of Lemma 5.4. By the previous remark, we have limit (5.3) in norm
k  kNk since x is differentiable. Also, we have the limit (5.4) in norm k  kNk
by hypotheses. In consequence, limit (5.5) in norm k  kNk follows at once from
these two limits. Now, we may use inequality (4.11) instead of k½x
qkpkxk and
Remark 5.13 instead of Lemma 5.1 to conclude that limit (5.6) holds in norm
k  kNk . Therefore ½x
 has ½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk . As Lemma 5.4, the
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Remark 5.13. &
Lemma 5.15. Let x be a ‘2-path in M0 with finite norm k  kNk for a kX0. If x has
½D
ðnÞ-derivative in norm k  kNk then x is n times differentiable in norm k  kNk .
Proof. We can repeat the proof of Lemma 5.5 provided we use the norm k  kNk
instead of k  k and Remark 5.13 instead of Lemma 5.1. &
Lemma 5.16. Let x be a ‘2-path with finite norm k  kNk , for a kX1. If x is
differentiable in norm k  kNk then, for any jX0, the ‘2-path q 7!LðjÞq xðqÞ is
differentiable in norm k  kNk1 and its k k-derivative is
Lðjþ1Þq xðqÞ þ LðjÞxð1ÞðqÞ,
where xð1Þ stands for the k k-derivative of x.
Proof. Since x and xð1Þ have ﬁnite norm k  kNk then Lðjþ1Þq xðqÞ and LðjÞxð1ÞðqÞ have
ﬁnite norm k  kNk1 by Lemma 5.7. To prove the limit, we write ðLðjÞr xðrÞ 
LðjÞq xðqÞÞ=ðr  qÞ as
LðjÞr  LðjÞq
r  q xðqÞ þ L
ðjÞ
r
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q .
On one hand, by (5.8), we have
lim
r!q
LðjÞr  LðjÞq
r  q
 !
xðqÞ  Lðjþ1Þq xðqÞ


Nk1
¼ 0
for every q 2 ð0; 1Þ because kxkNk is ﬁnite. And on the other, by Lemma 5.7,
lim
r!q
LðjÞr
xðrÞ  xðqÞ
r  q  L
ðjÞ
r x
ð1ÞðqÞ
 
Nk1
¼ 0
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ because x is differentiable in norm k  kNk . These two limits imply the
lemma. &
Remark 5.17. By the previous lemma and Remark 5.13, for all k; i; jX0 the ‘2-path
q 7!LðiÞq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp ðjÞ has ﬁnite norm k  kNk and is differentiable in this norm. In particular
Lq
ﬃﬃﬃﬃnqp is of class C1.
Theorem 5.18. Let b be a ‘2-path in M0 with finite norm k  kNkþ1 for a kX1, and let a
be the solution in M0 of
LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ. (5.13)
If b has ½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk1 and ½D
ðbÞ has finite norm k  kNk , then a has
½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk1 which is the ‘2-path solution of
Lq½D
ðaÞðqÞ ¼ ½D
ðbÞðqÞ þ ½Lð1Þq aðqÞ
q. (5.14)
Proof. In Proposition 5.9 we proved that a has ½D
-derivative and Eq. (5.14) holds.
Then, we assume kX2. Since b has ﬁnite norm k  kNkþ1 then a has ﬁnite norm
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particular, by using inequality (4.11) and Remark 4.3 we conclude that ½Lð1Þq aðqÞ
q has
ﬁnite norm k  kNk . On the other hand, by hypotheses, ½D
ðbÞðqÞ has ﬁnite norm
k  kNk . Therefore, by applying Proposition 3.3 for Eq. (5.14), we have that ½D
ðaÞ has
ﬁnite norm k  kNk .
Now we conclude the proof by applying Theorem 4.4 for Eqs. (5.11) and (5.14).
Since
lim
r!q
bðrÞ  bðqÞ
r  q  ½D
ðbÞðqÞ
 
r
 
Nk1
¼ 0
by assumption, all that remains to check is that
lim
r!q
Lr  Lq
r  q aðqÞ  ½L
ð1Þ
q aðqÞ
q
 
r
 
Nk1
¼ 0 (5.15)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ. Since a has ﬁnite norm k  kNk then r 7!LraðqÞ is differentiable in
norm k  kNk1 and its derivative is r 7!Lð1Þr aðqÞ, by Lemma 5.16. Thus, by Lemma
5.14 and (5.2), r 7!½Lð1Þr aðqÞ
r is the ½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk1 of r 7!LraðqÞ,
because hLraðqÞir ¼ 0. The limit (5.15) follows from this and Remark 5.12. &
Theorem 5.19. Let b be a ‘2-path in M0 and let a be the solution in M0 of
LqaðqÞ ¼ bðqÞ. (5.16)
Suppose that for all n; kX1, b has finite norm k  kNk and has ½D
ðnÞ-derivative in this
norm. Then, for all n; kX1, a has finite norm k  kNk and has ½D
ðnÞ-derivative in this
norm. Moreover, there holds
Lq½D
ðnÞðaÞðqÞ ¼ ½D
ðnÞðbÞðqÞ þ
Xn1
i¼0
½D
ðiÞð½Lð1Þq ½D
ðni1ÞðaÞðqÞ
qÞ (5.17)
for all q 2 ð0; 1Þ.
Proof. The claim for n ¼ 1 follows from Theorem 5.18. Now we proceed by
induction. Suppose that for all kX1, a has ½D
ðmÞ-derivative in norm k  kNk and Eq.
(5.17) holds for n ¼ m:
Lq½D
ðmÞðaÞðqÞ ¼ ½D
ðmÞðbÞðqÞ þ
Xm1
i¼0
½D
ðiÞð½Lð1Þq ½D
ðmi1ÞðaÞðqÞ
qÞ. (5.18)
By the induction hypotheses, ½D
ðmi1ÞðaÞ has ½D
ðiþ1Þ-derivative in norm k  kNk for
all kX1. Then, by Lemma 5.15, ½D
ðmi1ÞðaÞ, and in consequence Lð1Þq ½D
ðmi1ÞðaÞ,
are ði þ 1Þ times differentiable in norm k  kNk for all kX1, the last by Lemma 5.16.
Hence, by Lemma 5.14,
½Lð1Þq ½D
ðmi1ÞðaÞðqÞ
q
has ½D
ðiþ1Þ-derivative in all the norms k  kNk . Since ½D
ðmÞðbÞ has ½D
-derivative in all
the norms k  kNk by assumption, then the right-hand side of Eq. (5.18) has ½D
-
derivative in all these norms. The assumptions in Theorem 5.18 are thus in force.
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ðmÞðaÞ has ½D
-derivative in norm k  kNk for all kX1 and
Eq. (5.17) holds for n ¼ m þ 1. This complete the induction. &
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Recall that s2ðqÞ ¼ 2h½v
q; f qinq , where Lqf q ¼ ½v
q and we
may assume nqðf qÞ ¼ 0. Since Tq is an isometry, we have
h½v
q; f qinq ¼ hTq½v
q;Tqf qi‘2
¼ hbðqÞ; aðqÞi‘2 ,
where bðqÞ :¼Tq½v
q ¼ ½Tqv
q and aðqÞ :¼Tqf q. These two ‘2-paths belong to M0 and
are related as in Eq. (5.16). Since v is bounded and does not depend on q, by using
(2.6) and dominated convergence, it is not difﬁcult to check that bðqÞ satisﬁes the
assumptions in Theorem 5.19. Therefore, it follows that a and b are of class C1 by
Lemma 5.5. Then s2ðqÞ is C1. &Acknowledgements
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